Abstract The healthcare industry is streamlining processes to offer more timely and effective services to all patients. Computerized software algorithm and smart devices can streamline the relation between users and doctors by providing more services inside the healthcare telemonitoring systems. This paper proposes a multi-sources framework to support advanced healthcare applications. The proposed framework named Multi Sources Healthcare Architecture (MSHA) considers multi-sources: sensors (ECG, SpO2 and Blood Pressure) and text-based inputs from wireless and pervasive devices of Wireless Body Area Network. The proposed framework is used to improve the healthcare scalability efficiency by enhancing the remote triaging and remote prioritization processes for the patients. The proposed framework is also used to provide intelligent services over telemonitoring healthcare services systems by using data fusion method and prioritization technique. As telemonitoring system consists of three tiers (Sensors/ sources, Base station and Server), the simulation of the MSHA algorithm in the base station is demonstrated in this paper. The achievement of a high level of accuracy in the prioritization and triaging patients remotely, is set to be our main goal. Meanwhile, the role of multi sources data fusion in the telemonitoring healthcare services systems has been demonstrated. In addition to that, we discuss how the proposed framework can be applied in a healthcare telemonitoring scenario. Simulation results, for different symptoms relate to different emergency levels of heart chronic diseases, demonstrate the superiority of our algorithm compared with conventional algorithms in terms of classify and prioritize the patients remotely.
Introduction

Objective
This study aims to design and implement a telemonitoring framework based on multi-sources data fusion. This system can enhance the scalable efficiency of a telemonitoring system by accommodating all user requests, accurately classifying users to sub-classes and prioritizing users with severe emergency cases. Our study also aims to demonstrate the importance of a data fusion method in wireless healthcare applications.
Background
Remotely healthcare systems (Telemonitoring systems) have gained considerable attention because of their significant role in the lives of people. Telemonitoring systems monitor human vital signs and provide services in different environments and conditions. A pervasive telemonitoring system allows realtime and continuous healthcare monitoring. Users can obtain their vital signals via sensors (e.g., electrocardiogram [ECG] , oxygen saturation [SpO2]) and send them to personal gateways (e.g., hand-held devices, personal digital assistants, and laptops) through small area network protocols (e.g., Bluetooth and Zigbee) in the Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) [1, 2] . WBAN can be integrated into a telemonitoring system (Telemedicine) that supports ambulatory healthcare monitoring for long period of time [3] . Medical data will be delivered to healthcare providers in Medical Institutes (MIs) via wide area wireless communication protocols or Internet services. Healthcare providers apply certain processes and generate services that are sent back to users as responses.
Telemonitoring is useful for all users. However, many challenges and issues confront telemonitoring systems. One of these issues is the healthcare scalability [4] .
According to [5] , healthcare surge scalability represents the ability to evaluate and care for an increasing volume of patients. Given the relation of healthcare surge capacity to patient volume, most current initiatives have focused on identifying adequate numbers of services such as ambulances, hospital beds, recipes, personnel, pharmaceuticals, supplies, and equipment. Thus, medical resource management is one of the main challenges facing doctors in MIs [6] .
Telemonitoring scalability challenge
Increasing health care service demands have led to an urgent need for effective and scalable health care services [2, 7] . Telemonitoring scalability is a challenge that can be viewed from two perspectives. First, scalability problem is related to the connection between a wireless sensor network and the Internet; as a result, this sensor system is subjected to a large amount of queries [8] . Hence, congestion occurs. In lifecritical applications involving large numbers of patients, congestion is undesirable and may cause death among patients [9] . However, pervasive healthcare monitoring systems generally require the simultaneous use of several sensor devices, communication devices, and software. Software as a service approach can be used for scalability and ease of deployment, along with small and easily configurable sensor devices [10] .
Second, as the number of patients continuously increases, the finite set of health care professionals should effectively use any developed system to accommodate such a growing system demand [7] . A study has also shown that the number of persons aged ≥45 years increased by 11 % in the last decade [11] . The percentage of physician visits by this age group for the same period also increased by 26 %. Furthermore, an increase in healthcare users coincides with an increase in user expenditure for healthcare services [11] . However, an increase in the number of patients in an aging population or in disaster scenarios is considered a challenge in telemonitoring systems [12] [13] [14] .
In this study, our proposed framework addresses this challenge and accommodates an increasing workload from an aging population and from users in disaster scenarios by prioritizing patients according to their vital signs.
Motivation of the study
Scalability problem is not only related to the size of a workload but also to users. In general, healthcare users (i.e., patients) differ in terms of their medical conditions. For example, some healthcare users avail of services to monitor their vital signs, whereas others avail of services for emergency cases; thus, different scenarios of telemonitoring systems are observed. A user with a more severe emergency case than other users should wait in queue before a request could be processed. In this case, a server should be able to prioritize emergency cases [13] . As such, a dilemma is encountered: "How can a doctor recognize the user with the most severe emergency case remotely?" and "How can the user with the most severe emergency case be the first to obtain a response from the server?" This problem can be solved by classifying patients [13] . In medical institutions (MIs), triage nurses are responsible for classifying patients physically by using a triage system. However, this is thought as a time consuming solution because the number of triage nurses affects the number of patients that can concurrently be served at a triage desk [15] . Considering that all of the patients should be transferred to MIs for classification, we learned that remote patients should be individually classified into normal and abnormal classes by using a triage system [13] .
For patients who suffer from chronic heart diseases, various vital sign conditions are classified abnormal [16] . As such, the proposed solution in a previous study [13] should be improved. In an improved telemonitoring system, several sources should be incorporated and patients should be classified into more accurate sub-classes to obtain an accurate perspective on a user's vital status and allow healthcare providers to provide correct and appropriate medical services.
Role of data fusion in telemonitoring system
According to previous studies [14, 17, 18] , data fusion is the process of combining data or information to estimate entity states. Data fusion increases the reliability and robustness of a system, reduces ambiguity by efficiently differentiating two available hypotheses, and provides solutions for handling large amounts of data. The main function of data fusion is to collect data from commensurate sources and apply fusion to these data based on one of the models and architectures to produce an estimate as an output [16] . As we explained earlier, we should integrate different sources to estimate a user's medical status. Thus, data fusion can play a vital function and be considered as the core of our proposed framework. As data fusion is performed, sensor data are fused and the result is forwarded [19] . In our proposed system, this strategy is applied and the value of the fused data that will be forwarded is considered as a priority code (PC).
Data fusion is particularly difficult if input data are heterogeneous (non-commensurate) [17, 18] . We confirmed this finding by applying our approach, in which data from sensors and manual inputs as text are used as input to the fusion module in the base station. The output of this fusion module is an estimate of a user's medical situation and considered as two outputs (PC and tips) as shown in (Fig. 1 ).
Literature review
Efforts have been devoted to solving scalability problem. Studies have also been conducted to improve healthcare services with telemonitoring systems. In particular, this section introduces related research on the dilemma of an increase in the number of elderly patients who need timely and effective services based on a telemonitoring system. Furthermore, this section reviews the technology that uses data fusion in healthcare applications.
Related studies on telemonitoring scalability challenge In our study we found that the researchers expected the increasing in the users' number is accruing in two aspects, namely disaster scene and aging population.
Disaster scene
Numerous people are injured in disasters each year. However, the provision of adequate medical services for all injured people in a disaster remains a challenge [13] . For example, a proposed system [20] can be used to monitor the pulse rate and SpO2 of casualties. Another system [21] can be used to monitor the pulse rate and ECG of casualties. Both systems can then be used to transmit these data to a server. In these systems, a rescue commander can monitor casualties in real time. However, casualties are not prioritized accordingly.
Previous studies [22, 23] proposed a model that can be used to monitor the vital signs of casualties. In this model, a casualty's physiological conditions cannot be used as an input in the system. Thus, a rescue commander cannot collect the vital signs. As such, the appropriate management of treatment and transportation orders in real time is difficult. Nevertheless, other systems [22] [23] [24] can be used to track casualties by employing GPS or wireless networks at a disaster scene. However, issues on prioritization have not been addressed.
For disaster scenes, an electronic triage system has been proposed [13] ; this system comprises two types of electronic triage tags and an electronic triage server. Electronic triage tags can be attached to a casualty to monitor vital signs continuously. Using the proposed triage system, triage officers can immediately identify a casualty whose physiological condition drastically changes for a rapid response. User prioritization is conducted by triage officers, and lights with different colors are used to indicate priority; however, detailed triage mode in [13] is insufficient in mass casualties or in cases in which a triage officer is late. Other disadvantages are also observed. For instance, triaging process is based only on one characteristic from an ECG sensor and one characteristic from a SpO2 sensor. Another drawback is the speed of triaging for casualties because speed depends on the number of triage officer. The proposed system does not also determine the order of casualties for treatment and transportation.
Aging population
An aging population suffering from long-term adverse conditions has challenged global healthcare systems in terms of the quality of care delivery [11, 14] . An increase in the number of senior citizens leads to a corresponding increase in the number of elderly patients. In a previous study [25] , a system was designed to monitor an elderly patient. The proposed method can be used to recognize heartbeat accurately. This system can also be used to monitor continuously and identify an elderly patient even in the absence of a healthcare worker. However, this framework should incorporate several different classification methods to circumvent drawbacks.
Life-critical applications (medical emergencies) involve a large number of patients [9] . As such, sensors placed on different patients transmit vital patient information frequently and simultaneously. This situation may lead to network congestion in such applications. Therefore, a protocol called Healthcare Aware Optimized Congestion Avoidance (HOCA) is implemented to avoid congestion by using multipath-and quality of service (QoS)-aware routing. This protocol is based on the sensitivity of sensing packets. However, issues related to the determination of the sensitivity of the sensing packets have not been addressed.
A differentiated traffic and scheduling scheme has been designed for a wireless body area network (WBAN) based on patient data classification and prioritization according to status and disease [26] . This scheme is used for prioritization, in which a path between the coordinators (CO) and the gate way is selected. In this scheme, prioritization excludes telemonitoring systems and the mechanism by which healthcare service providers identify a patient with an urgent case. Other disadvantages are also encountered in this system. For example, services are defined as the number of departure packets from the queue in CO per second. This definition indicates that the study is not related to healthcare services.
A novel system [27] supports the triaging of elderly patients who arrive in the emergency room for medical assistance while minimizing unnecessary admission. This system provides appropriate care for patients entering the emergency department at the right time.
All of the proposed systems [9, [25] [26] [27] have significant limitations. Some of these limitations include the lack of prioritization module, which should place patients who are in or out of a hospital (remote) first in queue. Furthermore, increasing amount of data has not been considered. These systems should also incorporate other medical sources to provide a reliable quality of care for an elderly patient who lives alone. In addition to these drawbacks, the scopes of the proposed systems [9, 25, 26] are very narrow for patients who are inside a hospital. A telemonitoring system is also designed to provide medical services for patients who are in remote areas.
To solve these problems, we should apply data fusion in healthcare monitoring applications (telemonitoring). Multisource data fusion increases the reliability and robustness of this system, reduces ambiguity, and provides solutions for handling a large amount of data [14, 17, 18, 28] . However, multi-sensor or multi-source data fusion comprises theories, algorithms, and tools that are used to process several sources of information and generate an output that is better than individual sources [29] . Data fusion also provides a more accurate classification decision than a decision made on the basis of any of the individual data sources alone [30] .
Related work on data fusion in a telemonitoring system This section presents an overview of the use of data fusion process in healthcare systems. A summary is provided to show comprehensively the mechanism by which researchers integrated data fusion process in a telemonitoring system. Some of the important issues in healthcare monitoring have been discussed [28] , particularly software problems, such as reliability, network robustness, and context awareness. A new architecture is designed to manage data cleaning, data fusion and context and knowledge generation by using a multitier communication. However, the previous study lacks simulation, implementation, and case study.
One pervasive user case has been identified using data fusion module [31] . This module is implemented in a smart environment in a hospital, where a small time difference between treatments can change the course of the entire medical procedure. However, this architecture lacks a real-time monitoring system for information found in a database. Furthermore, this architecture is applicable only inside a hospital.
A data fusion approach based on fuzzy logic with a set of rules directed by medical recommendations is used to fuse various subsystem outputs [32] . This multimodal fusion increases the reliability of a whole system by detecting several distress situations.
A previous study [33] presented a physiological data fusion model for multi-sensor wearable health-monitoring system (WHMS) known as Prognosis. The proposed methodology is based on a fuzzy regular language to generate a system that can be used to perform patient prognosis and illustrate the mechanism by which additional health status feedback can be obtained from a user of WHMS. However, the model applies data fusion to estimate the current medical condition of the users individually. This estimation cannot be considered a triage tag among users. Therefore, this model fails to address the issue of patient prioritization, which may solve the healthcare scalability problem. In addition, this model requires efficient methodologies for embedded ECG analysis, and a case study should be performed to determine the scope of the model, to evaluate the proposed system, and to fine tune the system parameters.
Our approach has several advantages. This approach can accommodate an increasing number of users in telemonitoring systems and prioritize these users by using a classification system with sub-branches and by optimizing medical services. Our approach is unique because it uses multiple heterogeneous sources for input data (manual input as texts and sensors). Our approach is applicable for users inside or outside the hospital and improves the healthcare service management techniques that allow users to apply biomedical sensors and portable devices in WBAN to monitor vital signs.
Our work is closely related to the study in [13] , which considers all of the three tiers (sensor, gateway, and server) of a telemonitoring system and addresses the healthcare scalability problem in disaster scenarios by triaging patients using only two features. Therefore, this study was selected as our benchmark.
Adapted algorithms for multi-sensors data fusion
No single data fusion algorithm is capable of addressing all of the challenges [19] ; as such, fusion algorithms based on a fusion level are classified to estimate the methods at a low level, recognize the methods at a medium level, and infer the methods at a high level [34] . The estimation methods include Kalman filter and covariance-based technique, whereas the classification methods include cluster analysis, Kmeans clustering, artificial neural network, and support vector machines. The inference decision methods include Bayesian inference, Dempster-Shefer theory, expert system, and fuzzy logic.
The inference decision at high level fusion was selected as our scope because of the nature of the data obtained for processing in our framework. We have multi-heterogeneous input data, and the output is a decision that indicates the user's vital status. This decision considers the required level of user priority. Considering these fusion algorithms and related literature in the previous section, we concluded that the fuzzy logic and Dempster-Shefer methods can be implemented.
Fuzzy logic is a well-adapted approach to establish a multisensor healthcare telemonitoring decision [32] . In this study, the limitation of Dempster-Shefer theory is attributed to the difficulty of mass function estimation. Furthermore, the weaknesses of the fuzzy logic theory in their framework are not only related to the limited number of right rules but also to the necessity of associating the right weight to each rule.
To overcome these limitations, we based our adapted multisource data fusion algorithm on the combination of evidence theory and fuzzy logic. We determined the mass function of each characteristic through our negotiation sessions with medical doctors. We aimed to reduce the gap between systems engineering and medical doctors to provide high-quality services.
The combined method was a cross between fuzzy logic and the Dempster-Shefer (DS) theory and was used for different applications [35] . We demonstrated that this method can be used to increase reliability [35] .
System design
To improve healthcare scalability efficiency, we proposed a new architecture known as Multi-Sources Healthcare Architecture (MSHA) for telemonitoring systems. In this section, the entire MSHA system design is presented, all of the blocks are explained, the proposed system is justified and system guidelines are specified. Our architecture is broadly comprises of three tiers. First tier is the data collection module where the data from medical sensors and manual inputs (text) are collected from the patient. All data is further sent to the second tier which is the base station. In the base station the data is fused in the fusion module. The output of the fusion module is an estimate of a user's medical situation and considered as two outputs (PC and tips). Furthermore, the communication adapter module in the base station sends a PC value and all the collected data to the third tier, which is the server, by wireless communication such as Wi-Fi or mobile cellular network. This PC value mimics a triage system that classifies users according to the severity of their emergency cases. Thus, triage process should no longer be performed in the server because each query is already triaged. The three tiers and the whole architecture of MSHA is shown in (Fig. 2) . In addition, this figure presents the detail process flow of the framework in a sequence, form the data collection module (tier-1) up to the server module (tier-3). Tier-1 (data collection)
The data collection module receives information from sources and collects vital signals that describe the pathological condition of users. We use several sources. This module contains the following components:
Sensors
Biomedical sensor devices to measure ECG, SpO2, and blood pressure signals.
Manual inputs (text)
Text input is used. A patient typically presents a set of complaints to the physician by manually completing a form to describe pathological conditions, including user location and symptoms. The MSHA includes a graphical user interface (GUI) that is approximately equal to the diagnostic procedure. Our GUI enables users to employ pervasive WBAN devices.
Images
Images can be sent. Several images of the user are captured and sent to the doctor for pathological condition assessment. The images are excluded from fusion but are included in the message generation module.
Tier-2 (base station)
A base station is a user's device, such as a laptop or a Smartphone, which involves a client in the client-server architecture. This device contains system information and several modules.
Data filtering and validation module
For each sensor, a signal is more or less affected by noise that requires verification for reliability (e.g., malfunction of the sensor and expression of sensor corruptions measured quantity) [18] . If such data dependencies are not accounted for, the fusion algorithm may suffer from over/under confidence in results [19] . Therefore, this module is responsible for filtering signals from the noise and checking the reliability of the data. The output of this module is a smooth and reliable signal that can easily be used later in the data fusion module. In this module, the communication between the sensors and the fusion module is considered free of error because the users are assumed to be motionless [36, 37] . Also, we assume that the EMC level between the sensors and base station is below the threshold of interference to the systems' functions and performance [38] .
Data fusion module
This is the core of the MSHA. The module combines data or information from numerous heterogeneous sources to estimate or predict user states. A data fusion field has three architectures for data fusion processing [17, 18] . Fusion occurs at data, feature, or decision level.
According to our application and the system environment, we formulate that the fusion at a data level is not applicable because our system uses heterogeneous sources. However, the fusion at a feature level is applicable because it deals with the same information level used in our system, specifically for the alignment process of data collection (from sensors and texts). Finally, fusion at a decision level is not applicable because medically, it is insufficient to make a right medical triage for each source individually. We gather all features from all sources and make a unified decision.
MSHA fusion is on feature-level architecture. Compared with modules described in previous studies [17, 18] , our module comprises several blocks (Fig. 2) . requires or advises all data to have the same representation (e.g., numerical values with the same units) [18] . This process is often referred to as data alignment or registration [18] , which is particularly difficult to perform if data are heterogeneous. We achieved this task in this paper, and the details are explained in the implementation section. & Data Association: Association features require that all features refer to the same user. Fusing measurements or attributes that do not refer to the same user are not beneficial [39] . In addition, association features require that all features are acquired from the user at the same time [35] . We achieved this task by controlling the signal. This signal is used as a scheduler between the data fusion and data filtering and validation modules, which control data reading and feature extraction for each source. & State Estimation and Prediction (Inference Decision): In this block, all of the features are fused to extract a medical decision. This decision represents the current vital status of the user and contains two aspects as demonstrated in the next section.
Output of data fusion module
The outputs of the data fusion module contain two types of decisions which are the PC and the Tips, as explained later, tips are considering as the medical advices and recommendations to the user. The PC is further sent to the server while the tips are appeared in the base station screen:
We determine the pathological condition of the patient then from the medical guidelines and according to our multi sources data fusion algorithm, we make a conclusion using a number from 0 to 100. This number will be the PC, which we consider it as a guideline for describing the patient emergency status (triage level) and also as an indication to the type of the healthcare services package that the user needs, as presented in (Table 1) , for example, if the PC is equal to (75) that means that the user is triaged in the RED level, the user is in the risk status and certain type of healthcare services should be provided to him/her. Another important advantageous of using the PC value is the PC value considered as a new parameter that will be used to sort patients in the server. Thus, we improved the emergency medical guidelines used previously to triage the patients remotely [40, 41] . The PC value represents the first byte of the message that users send to healthcare providers in MIs as shown in (Fig. 3) . & Tips Display:
Tips Display can include packages of tips, recommendations and advices for the user. Based on the PC value, medical history of the user, and medical guidelines, the multi-sources data fusion module can determine the compatible package of tips. These tips can be displayed directly through the GUI [42] . Hence, the user can obtain preliminary information on his status without waiting for the response of a doctor. Also, when there is a network connection failure between the base station and the server, this module can provide the user with a package of services.
Message generation module
All input data (text, image, sensors, and PC) for one user are placed in one message, after which the sending message process encapsulates the message according to the communication protocols and sends the message to the server/cloud through communication adapter, as shown in Fig. 3 . MSHA system uses the TCP/IP Socket as a client-server communication model between the user and the server. Furthermore, the effect of bandwidth capacity is beyond the scope of this research.
Tier
Medical institution server
The server classifies each message individually according to the PC, image, text, and sensor data. The scheduling algorithm in the server uses the PC to update the arrangement of the requests in the queue. All of the requests are sorted from the highest to lowest PC value regardless of the waiting time of a request in the queue. Hence, another challenge emerges: "how can we handle multiple requests with the same PC?" In this case, requests that have the same PC value in the server buffer will be sorted in descending order from the longest to the shortest waiting time. The queue is rearranged, and the scheduler picks up the first request with the highest PC and the longest waiting time.
Patient history and database
The server normally stores user profiles (e.g., name, height, weight, type of diseases, and daily dose). The server stores the packages of services for each PC class (color). Hence, the MSHA presents doctors with new options for providing services directly to the user according to the PC value without the need to classify messages. This feature is specifically for doctors who already know how the PC in the MSHA system is generated. Moreover, the server also stores the history for each process. 
Service generation
Based on patient profile, patient vital signs, patient priority and the time of request, healthcare providers educate patients about the causes, progressions, outcomes, and possible treatments for their ailments. Doctors make decisions that are converted into services according to the patient's medical record. The implementation of this module is beyond the scope of this paper and it set to be for future work.
MSHA medical characteristics
In MSHA system we used multi sources input data because in sensors environment the value of data from one sensor may depend on the data from another sensor [43] . Therefore; to achieve our goals and to improve the dependency of the data for the same user we add another different source that is the text. To implement our system, we established our scope for chronic heart diseases and selected three medical sensors (ECG, blood pressure, and SpO2). We acknowledge that the integration of text and the sensor data in healthcare applications requires a brief justification on the type and meaning of the text. We need to select a specific context that is related to the features of the sensors. We searched in the emergency medicine field and conversed with doctors. Thereafter, we developed four common aspects related to chronic heart diseases [44] . The first is chest pain evaluation, which is considered one of the most effective ways in emergency medicine. Second and third are the assessment of shortness of breath and palpitation. Fourth one is whether the user in rest or exercise. These four aspects increase the accuracy of the decision because patients sometimes suffer from chest pain while exhibiting normal ECG. Without our system, doctors will not be able to determine the status of a suffering patient seeking for assistance. With our system, doctors will be able to know the exact states and needs of patients. We found that the location of the user is important for the provision of correct services. For example, if a user is performing exercises in a gym, the ECG rhythm will be rapid and the temperature will increase, thus triggering an emergency alarm in the server even if the user is in a normal state; therefore, we believe that the fusion of text with sensors is a step toward more accurate decisions. Furthermore, the following question needs to be answered:
"What is the most suitable way to present the text aspect in our system?"
Our domain concerns emergency healthcare, which needs the provision of seamless services to patients. Requiring the patient to write what he/she feels in his/her portable device is time consuming. Therefore, we designed selective questions that use radio buttons to address this issue. The user will be asked about four aspects that are answerable by "Yes" or "No" (Fig. 4) . All features will be extracted from the answers and fused with the sensor features in the fusion block. The message generation block will encapsulate the text (including the location), image, sensor information, and PC in one message. The "output" button will send the message from the base station to the server.
Another consideration for smart living is the emergency case because the user may in serious condition that he/she is unable to answer the questions. We designed an "emergency button" that will disable all selective questions, set the priority to the highest level (risk), and send sensor features directly to the server.
MSHA graphical user interface design
The Graphical User Interface (GUI), presented in (Fig. 4) , was designed using JAVA because JAVA has a number of benefits, such as the usage from anywhere by all interested parties and also the ability to run JAVA-based applications on different platforms such as: mobile phone devices [45] . The GUI comprises of six panels. Table 2 explains the GUI flow that is used in our framework in step by step.
MSHA dataset
MSHA contains the following four types of data:
ECG signals:
We used an online database [46] . According to our system design, we extracted four main ECG features that relate to many chronic heart diseases. First, the rhythm that reflects the sinus bradycardia, sinus tachycardia, atrial tachycardia and atrial flutter, and sick sinus syndrome [16] was extracted. Second, we extracted the QRS complex width, which reflects the activity of the bundle branch in the heart [16] . Third, we extracted the peak to peak regularity. Finally, we [16] .
SpO2 data:
The value of SpO2 represents the ratio of oxhemoglobin to the total concentration of hemoglobin in the blood [47] . We set the value manually because we need only one feature to represent the signal peak.
Blood Pressure data:
Blood pressure represents many symptoms, such as tinnitus, dizziness, lightheadedness, recurrent or worsening distended headache, nose bleeding, trembling, weakness, fatigue, disturbed sleep, and sore back [48] . We set the value manually because we need only high and low signal peaks for two cases, namely, low blood pressure and high blood pressure.
Text data:
As we demonstrated before, we established four medical questions. In our simulation, these questions were addressed manually. The answers are further considered as the data from a text source. All of the probabilities for the different answers were also considered.
Benchmark system design A previous study [13] was considered as our benchmark because we have a common medical environment. The authors of the previous study presented an applicable algorithm in a medical sensor-based telemonitoring system.
The electronic triage-light benchmark algorithm can be used to triage users to three levels (red, yellow, and green) based on only two features from two homogenous sources (SpO2 value from SpO2 sensor and rhythm from ECG sensor). Furthermore, the benchmark triaging rules are independent for each source, and in many cases, the benchmark algorithm triages a user (patient) to two different prioritization levels (e.g., red according to ECG rules and yellow according to SpO2 rules) in the same time. To address these cases and to obtain single priority level for each user, we improved the benchmark algorithm by designing a "Benchmark fusion algorithm". This algorithm was design based on benchmark rules and benchmarkextracted features. However, according to data fusion theory the "Benchmark fusion algorithm" is a centralized fusion algorithm within feature-level architecture and has the following steps: & Feature extraction: SpO2 value from SpO2 sensor and rhythm for ECG sensor & Data alignment: Each feature was set to a priority level. & Data association: All of the considerations taken for this step were explained in our system design section. & State estimation: All of the benchmark rules were assembled as IF for antecedent and THEN for consequent to extract a single priority level for each user. Image (Output) Shows the image The image is excluded from the data fusion process but is included in message creation. 12.
Performance information (Output) Shows two values of the exhausted time for each patient.
• The first value is for the data reading process from the files.
• The Second value is for the data fusion process.
• Time in milliseconds will be used in future works.
MSHA implementation
Mathematical representation of MSHA using evidence theory and fuzzy logic For data fusion algorithms and techniques, evidence theory is suited for combining of information from different sources [19] . In Dempster-Shafer theory (DS theory), a fixed set of N called the frame of discernment is defined by θ= {H 1 ,H 2 ,…, H N }. The frame of discernment θ fined the working space for the application being considered since it consists of all propositions for which the information sources can provide evidence through using so-called mass values [34] . Obtaining the mass value, m(A i ) is the most important step since it considers the knowledge about the application in question as well as the uncertainty in the selected information source.
The mass distribution for all the hypotheses has to fulfill the following conditions:
Mass distribution m1, m2 from two different information sources are combined with Dempster's orthogonal rule. The result is a new distribution, m=m1 ⨁ m2, which carries the joint information provided by the two sources [19] .
Where:
K is often interpreted as a measure of conflict between the two sources and presented as a normalization factor in Eq. (3). However, in our environment, the boundaries of the real data are well defined and we do not have conflict boundaries. As a result, for each feature extracted from a source there are two hypotheses involved:
1. "H 1 " the feature exists. 2. "H 2 " the feature does not exist.
According to DS theory H 3 =H 1 ∪H 2 (union of H 1 and H 2 ) can be constructed and it represent the ignorance. In our model there is no conflicting. We either get the feature or not. So, the Hypothesis H 1 is assigned to a mass value equal to a specific threshold according to Eq. (1), H 2 is assigned to mass value equal to zero and there is no probability to have a hesitation (H 3 ).
The priority code for each user is determined by sum all the results (mass values) from all the sources according to Eq. (2). Then we use fuzzy inference to define the level of priority. According to [31] , we selected the fuzzy inference algorithm to obtain information with greater quality. Fuzzy algorithm in data fusion improves significantly the reliability of feature detection [34] . Furthermore, fuzzy algorithm involves formulating a map from a given input to an output using fuzzy logic.
The MSHA contains rules for evaluation that are compatible with the medical guidelines of the emergency department, particularly for those of the triage system. The rule is assembled as follows:
The flowchart of the proposed multi-sources data fusion algorithm is shown in (Fig. 5 ).
Data registration: Establishment of feature threshold (mass values)
Data fusion process requires or advises all of the data to have the same representation. To determine the PC and in accordance with the evidence theory, we used a data alignment process in our environment, in which the conversion of each feature from text and sensor to a threshold mass value is considered. In this process, the importance of the features is retained in the medical domain. In our application, the maximum PC value as the sum of all thresholds in the abnormal case should not exceed 100, but according to Eq. (2) it should not exceed (1) . Therefore, the mass value for each threshold should be a fraction. However, we assume that an integer value is assigned for each threshold, after which we divide the final PC value over 100.
Series of discussions with doctors revealed that the text features in MSHA are important for chronic heart diseases because the features present the activity of muscles surrounding the heart. Furthermore, the doctors mentioned that abnormal text features are common in all of the heart diseases regardless of normal or abnormal ECG features. The existence of abnormal features from the ECG indicates that abnormal features are also obtained from the texts. Thus, a patient is considered as an urgent case. If the ECG is normal and the text features are abnormal, a certain type of disease that does not belong to urgent cases and has never been classified before is reflected. To establish the threshold, we divided 100 % over three categories, namely, the text, ECG sensor, and other related sensors. Furthermore, we divided the threshold for each category over its related features. Through negotiation, the set and test process were applied for five different diseases to obtain the proper decimal value (mass value) for each threshold, which can be applied for chronic heart diseases (Fig. 6) . The ECG signal features are shown in (Fig. 7) , and the priority code calculation for ECG Sensor using ECG Features Extraction algorithm is shown in (Fig. 8) . The mass values are set to abnormal features (H 1 ), whereas the normal features (H 2 ) are set to zero.
Testing results and evaluation
In this section, the effect of MSHA on patient prioritization is demonstrated by using a PC technique. We used different symptoms that have been defined by doctors. These symptoms are related to chronic heart diseases. However, we used the same data set to test the benchmark algorithm for the simple triage mode based on its rules. The evaluation of the performance of MSHA algorithm has been done by comparing the MSHA algorithms' results not only with the benchmark algorithm but also with the modified benchmark algorithm (Benchmark fusion algorithm).
Performance metrics
An experimental process of multi-source data fusion in healthcare monitoring requires the use of appropriate metrics to evaluate the performance of the platform by comparing the system results with the benchmark. According to a previous study [32] and to other classification performance metrics described in a reference [49] , the performance of MSHA is measured by the following:
& Sensitivity identifies the patterns of real abnormal situations as abnormal situations. It is also equal to the recall. & Specificity does not identify normal situations as abnormal situations. & Error rate is the ratio between the number of misclassified samples and the total number of samples. & Perfect classification is the ratio between the number of correctly classified samples and the total number of samples. & F-measure is the harmonic mean of the precision and recall. This metric is motivated because in many studies, the F-measure is the ultimate measure of performance of the classifier. & The geometric mean of recall and precision effectively normalizes TP to the geometric mean of predicted positives and real positives, and its information content corresponds to the arithmetic mean of the information represented by recall and precision.
The metrics were calculated from the rates of (false/true) and (positive/negative) and marked with TP (True Positive), TN (True Negative), FP (False Positive) and FN (False Negative) by the following equations: 
Results
To demonstrate the effect of our algorithm, we initially defined different data packages. Each package includes the symptoms of chronic heart disease. The text symptoms, blood pressure, and SpO2, for each package were assigned manually. While, the ECG signals were downloaded from the database as pure signals [46] , and all of the required ECG features were extracted by our algorithm. We focused on ECG signal because it has many features, which relate to numerous heart chronic diseases, whereas blood pressure and SpO2 signals have only one feature (peak values per time unit). We aim to achieve a high level of accuracy in the emergency triaging and prioritization for each user regardless of other aspects, such as those related to the preprocessing of sensor signals.
A total of 120 simulation sequences were used (108 sequences represent abnormal situations from different chronic heart diseases and 12 sequences represent normal situations). The output results are in two phases.
Phase one It involves comparing our results (PC values) in terms of prioritizing users with the benchmark as demonstrated below:
& Benchmark algorithm: In benchmark classification, the benchmark uses two sources (SpO2 and ECG), and some simulated data showed two levels of prioritization as an output. This drawback to the benchmark algorithm is considered. In addition, the benchmark classifies the users from number 110 to 120 as abnormal users according to their heart rhythm value, whereas they were normal users who were running or doing exercises [28] . MSHA classified these users as normal according to the following criteria:
-All other related vital features were normal, particularly the text features. -The users sent their locations "in gym".
Based on benchmark algorithm, the users from 49 to 109 had not been prioritized because their abnormal features were not included in the benchmark algorithm. However, MSHA prioritizes users according to their abnormal features, and this feature is the strong point of fusing many dependent features from different sources (text).
Benchmark algorithm drawbacks include classification and prioritization of users, and the benchmark's algorithm can be improved by using and fusing more rules, as shown in Phase 2.
& MSHA algorithm: represents the implementation of our algorithm, we used ECG, SpO2, Blood pressure, and text. All of the features, which had been described in the dataset section, were fused. All of the performance metrics for phase 1 are shown in Table 3 and Fig. 9 .
Phase two It involves comparing the performance of the MSHA system in terms of patients' prioritization according to different methods. These methods have the same structure of multi-source data fusion. However, the difference between these methods is number of medical sources that involve in the fusion algorithm. We aim to demonstrate the effect of adding the text as a heterogeneous source (non-sensory source) to the patients' prioritization accuracy as listed below:
& Method (1): represents the implementation of "Benchmark fusion algorithm". However, even with this improvement in the benchmark algorithm, MSHA showed better classification results than the benchmark. & Method (2): represents the implementation of two sources fusion algorithm, we used ECG and SpO2 sensors. All of the ECG and SpO2 features described in section (dataset) were fused. & Method (3): represents the implementation of three sources fusion algorithm, we used ECG, SpO2, and blood pressure sensors. All of the ECG, SpO2, and blood pressure features described in section (dataset) were fused together. All of the performance metrics for phase 2 methods are shown in (Table 4) . Also, (Fig. 10) illustrates the improvement of patients' prioritization by adding various numbers of dependent medical sources. A snapshot was captured from the GUI (Fig. 4) . In addition to prioritizing patients remotely, the proposed MSHA can also estimate the different chronic heart diseases, as presented in (Table 5) , for example the patient, who has (PC=18), has a muscular pain, the patient who has (PC>66), has a heart attack, the patient who has (PC=56), has the arrhythmia and the patient, who has (26<PC50), has a chest infection.
Finally, the triaging performances, for all the methods that described in the both phases, according to different triage level are shown in (Fig. 11) . This figure illustrates the strength of the triaging accuracy for the proposed MSHA. Using (120) simulation sequences which represent (120) patients, the benchmark algorithm triage them according to (Spo2 rule and ECG rule), we noticed that there were (96 and 74) patients in normal status, respectively. However, some of those patients weren't in the normal status, they were in abnormal status and in order to triage them correctly we had to add other medical sources and use the data fusion method. Although, the benchmark fusion, two sources and three sources methods demonstrated the improvement in the remotely patients triaging based on homogenous multi-sensors data fusion, those methods had drawbacks in the triaging accuracy. Consequentially, MSHA improved the remotely triaging accuracy performance by adding another non-sensory source (text) and use the data fusion method. The MSHA results illustrated that there were only (22) patients in normal status and the other were in different abnormal status. 
Discussion
In this section, we demonstrate a scenario for the MSHA system to explore our strategy in enhancing the capacity efficiency of healthcare services providers over telemonitoring system. We will also evaluate MSHA with the benchmark according to many medical system specifications.
Application scenario Sarah (35 years old), Joey (44 years old), James (56 years old), and Mrs. Smith (75 years old) are four users of the telemonitoring system living in four different places. They all have medical records in an MI, and they monitor their health states by checking their vital signals through WBAN by using their smart devices. They also keep their history records updated through the aforementioned avenues. Sarah has cardiac disease; therefore, she checks her vital sign every six hours through an ECG monitor and blood pressure sensor. Joey and James use the Life Shirt system, which is a continuous ambulatory monitoring system that continuously collects data during a daily routine [50] . Mrs. Smith is an old woman who stays at home with sensors connected to her body (e.g., ECG, SpO2, and blood pressure sensors). Sarah did not experience any [52] , we assume that a doctor needs 10 min to analyze the data and provide services for each user individually and neglect the time required for the doctor to listen to the patient. Without our approach, the response time for the requests of Sarah, Joey, James, and Mrs. Smith will be longer and directly proportional to the workload. Meanwhile, six more users are in the system, wherein the PC represents the arrangement of the requests in the buffer (Table 6 ). We notice that without our system, the time required by the server to provide Mrs. Smith with service is 60 min. The server also selected Sarah before Mrs. Smith. The server classifies all requests as normal and abnormal Fig. 11 The prioritization performances for the two phases classes only. By contrast, the proposed MSHA enables the response time for each request to depend inversely on the PC value of the request. If Sarah, Joey, James, and Mrs. Smith integrated their sensor inputs with text information by using the GUI, the PC values will indicate that Mrs. Smith has the highest value and that the server should select her first before Joey and Sarah. Moreover, Mrs. Smith can also use the emergency button in our system. Furthermore, Mrs. Smith, Joey, James, and Sarah will obtain two types of services: from their portable devices as first aid (tips) and from the MI. Moreover, Joey has chest infection; hence, he will receive medical directions. Users (James and Sarah) who have been waiting for 50 min or more and are not in emergency will obtain different service packages. The process will consequently save Mrs. Smith's life and other users involved in the scenario such as Ross and Monica. Finally, all medical records will be updated. For managing healthcare resources, in this scenario and without our approach, doctors in MI provide all users who have abnormal status by the same services such as: (Package 2 which includes: Ambulance, preparation of surgery team in the hospital) and all users who have normal status with (Package 1 which includes: Medications' advices). So, the doctors in MI have to send three ambulances (to Mrs. Smith, Joey, and James), prepare three surgery teams in the hospital. While, by using MSHA the doctors in MI will be able to manage medical resources correctly by provides each user with a "specific package of services" according to his/her medical profile, physical location and priority code. As a result, the doctor have to only send one ambulance (for Mrs. Smith) and prepare one surgery room and one surgery team.
The benefit of MSHA becomes noticeable when the server has more users; however the MI has a limited number of resources such as ambulances, surgery rooms, surgery teams, beds, and other important lifesaving services. All these issues and the effects of MSHA in reducing the waiting time of patients with emergency cases are demonstrated in (Table 6 ).
MSHA system evaluation
Our results compared with the benchmark, but we re-evaluate our system in this section by comparing this system with the state of art telemonitoring systems according to various characteristics that are important in telemonitoring environments. A detailed comparison of the surveyed systems is given in Table 7 .
Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we proposed a framework named MSHA (Multi Sources Healthcare Architecture) in order to develop the telemonitoring system through combining different sources. These sources are heterogeneous. Three of them are sensors (ECG, SpO2 and Blood Pressure) and the other one is a group of text inputs. This combination of multi sources within data fusion framework enables us to enhance the estimation of the current vital status of the remotely users and to generate a triage tag which we called it the priority code (PC). The priority code uses as a solution to the healthcare scalability problem and to accommodate the vast of population aging. In addition, the proposed system is used to provide intelligent services and to manage the medical resources in the healthcare services providers. In this study, the value of using data fusion in the telemonitoring system has been demonstrated. We utilize a real ECG dataset, derived from the PhysioBank online database. The feasibility of the proposed framework R e f . [ 54] R e f . [ 26] R e f . [ 55] R e f . is demonstrated with simulation results. It is shown that the multi sources data fusion technique resulting in a significant increase in the estimation accuracy of the user's medical status. Also, the proposed technique (Priority Code) resulting in a significant decrease in the waiting time for the most emergency case in telemonitoring system which leads to save more lives. Our scope was four sources for one case study. So, further developments are being planned and carried on to add other heterogeneous or homogenous sources and to design an adaptive algorithm for multi chronic diseases. The tradeoff between adding more medical sources and increasing the telemonitoring system complexity is open research issue. Meanwhile, all the technical aspects related to the implementation of the proposed framework (MSHA) in a real-time application over the whole architecture of healthcare wireless telemonitoring systems are set to be our future work directions.
